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Using Rational Publishing Engine to report on work item 

Approvals 

1 Introduction 

This paper describes the solution to some of the issues I encountered using 

Rational Publishing Engine (RPE) to create reports containing Rational Team 
Concert (RTC) work item approval information. How to: 

 Identify required approvals 

 Retrieve work item history 

 Extract approval dates from work item history 

 Sort records by multiple criteria 

Work item approvals in RTC are shown on the work item Approvals tab as 

shown in Figure 1 from the JKE Banking tutorial. 

 

Figure 1: RTC Approvals and Approvers 

In this example, “Verification”, “Code Review” and Team Lead Approval” are 
types of Approval. “Deb”, “Curtis”, “Marco” and “Sally” are all Approvers. 

The requirement was for a tabular report as shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Approvals report - content and format 

Work items were to be sorted by Change Request Type (Emergency Complex, 
Complex, Emergency Simple and Simple), Status (alphabetical), and Planned 
Implementation Date. 

RPE provides the Data Source Schemas shown in Figure 3 to extract 
Approval information from RTC 4.0.2.  

 

Figure 3: RTC Data Source Schema showing approval-related elements. 

With-respect-to Figure 1, “Verification”, “Code Review” and Team Lead 
Approval” are approvalDescriptors. “Deb”, “Curtis”, “Marco” and “Sally” are 
approvals. 

Report development identified two problems:  

The date a particular approver approved an Approval Type for a work item 

was not readily accessible. The solution was to parse the history and find 
the date the approver approved each Approval Type. 

2 Retrieving Work Item history 

RTC work item history is stored as a linked list of work item records. In RPE 
the work item history records are accessed using the itemHistory entry in 

the data source schema.  

The structure shown below will list all the history records, who they were 
modified by and when they were modified. Each history record has the same 

id as the work item. 
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Figure 4: Template structure for retrieving work item history 

3 Retrieving Work Item Approval dates 

The screenshot below shows the constructs used to retrieve the approval 
dates. 

 

Figure 5: Table cell in Zoom Editor showing template elements used to 
retrieve approval dates. 

Query $257 selects the required approval descriptor: 
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Figure 6: Selection of the required approvalDescriptor. 

Flexibility was required in the filter condition to cater for variations in case 
and approval names for the same approval. 

approvals need to be matched to approvalDescriptors. The filter on query 
$258 achieves this: 

 

Figure 7: Matching the approvals to approvalDescriptors. 
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For each approver, workitem itemHistory records are searched to match 
name of the approver to the name of the user who modified the itemHistory 

record. Query $261 looks like: 

 

Figure 8: Selecting the itemHistory record modified by the approver 

The itemHistory modified date is added to an array as a date object to 

facilitate sorting as shown in Figure 9. 

Note the use of the try-catch exception block. This is required to avoid errors 
because the RPE JavaScript engine is not aware that the variables are 

arrays. The code is only valid at run-time. 
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Figure 9: Addition of the modification date to an array as an array object to 
facilitate sorting. 

If there are any elements in the approvalDateArray, the array is sorted: 

 

Figure 10: Sorting the array of approval dates. 

The last array element is then displayed: 
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Figure 11: Selection of the last date array element for inclusion in the report. 

4 Sorting Work Items by multiple criteria 

Work items were to be sorted by Change Request Type (Emergency Complex, 
Complex, Emergency Simple and Simple), Status (alphabetical), and Planned 
Implementation Date. 

This was achieved by creating and sorting an array of workitem records with 
each record containing workitem id, Change Request type, Change Request 

Status and Planned Implementation Date. The work item ids were then used 
to retrieve the work items in the correct order. 

 

Figure 12: Creation of the work item array. 

workitemType was parameterised to facilitate sorting: 
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Figure 13: Parameterisation of work item Change Request type to facilitate 
sorting. 

Note that workitemImpDate is a date object, again to facilitate sorting: 

 

Figure 14: Representation of work item Implementation Date as an object to 
facilitate sorting. 

The multi-dimensional, multi-criteria array sort is achieved using the 

JavaScript shown in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15: Multi-dimensional, multi-criteria array sort. 

The workitem ids in the sorted array are then used to retrieve the 
workitems: 

 

The native filter on query $246 looks like this: 

 

Figure 16: Native filter based on workitemId. 
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5 Conclusion 

I hope that if you need to build a report that includes work item approval 

information you find the techniques described here useful. 


